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Aluminium Socketed Football
Goals Package - 21' x 7'
BX/DC 8713-PAK1
Stadia Sports 21' x 7' Elliptical Aluminium Socketed
Football Goals are the ideal choice for lower league
football grounds and schools with secure pitches
playing 11-a-side U13/U14 football. Complete package
includes goals, sockets, nets & net supports. Supplied
as a pair. Also includes 4 free training footballs and
ball bag.

<p>Stadia Sports socketed
aluminium football goals are ideally
suited to secure lower league &
educational pitches. The goal posts
are youth size 21' x 7' and fit into
sleeves (aka sockets) set in the
ground. The actual goal frame is
exactly the same frame used on our
stadium goals with the key difference
being shape of the net and the way
in which the net is supported. The
net supports are continental net
supports sometimes referred to as
'D' shaped will fix to the goal posts in
the top corners to give the net a
short 'roof' section which is the mosts
popular shape of goal used in UK
football. </p> <p><li>Made in the
UK.</li> <li>Certified to BS EN
16579.</li> <li>Manufactured from
100mm x 107mm elliptical x 2.5mm
aluminium which incorporates 4
strengthening bars for maximum
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strength.</li> <li>Mitred corner joints
complete with an internal, double 'L'
shaped bracket and external bracket
for the strongest fixing of aluminium
football goals.</li> <li>Uprights fit
into 46cm deep x 114mm OD steel
ground sockets.</li> <li>Goal posts
are painted white as standard.</li>
<li>Comes with safety net hooks and
steel lockable socket caps.</li></p>
<p><b>Football Goal Package (21' x
7') includes:</b> <br> Pair of Goal
Posts, 4 x Sockets, 4 x Continental
net supports, pair of 3mm goal nets
and all the necessary fixings to make
the goals and fix the nets.</p>
<b>Also includes 4 free training
footballs and ball bag with every pair
of goals ordered.</b>
Dimensions:
21' x 7' (6.40m x 2.13m)
Specification:
Manufactured from 100m x 107mm x 2.5mm
elliptical aluminium
Powder coated white as standard
Tested to BS EN 748
Manufactured in the UK
Package includes posts, sockets, nets, net
supports and fixings
Also includes 4 free Santos footballs and a ball
bag
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